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The Appeal to Honour and the Decision for War  

This paper marks the centenary of the outbreak of the First World 

War. In Australia, the arrival of the war often seems to be treated like 

a bushfire or an ‘Act of God’. And there is surprisingly little attention to 

how uncertain entry into the war was for Britain and its Dominions, and 

how finely balanced the forces for and against intervention were. The 

paper examines the role of appeals to honour in the decision for war in 

the English-speaking world. The argument is principally focused on the 

role of these appeals in convincing strategically located radical liberals 

to accept British intervention – something which many, both inside 

and outside the Liberal government, had vigorously opposed until 

just before war was declared. The paper also examines parallel appeals 

in the United States and Australia. It then offers some preliminary 

thoughts on why the language of honour was effective, and whether it 

still plays a role a century later, before concluding with some possible 

centennial lessons.Foreign Secretary Grey speaking to the Commons on 3 August 1914
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